Minutes from April 4, 2011, Student Mentoring Meeting

Paulette Golden, Montgomery

Student requests mentor. Faculty requests to mentor.

How to be a mentor:

- Mentors encouraged to network
- Include advisors or others
- Serve as triage
- Make appointment with other resources

No mentors. 150-200 students. Majority maybe be FT faculty, but also staff, adjuncts, administration. Attrition among adjuncts.

Faculty and staff fill out forms.

- Express interest
- What kind of person to work with
- What issues to work with

Budget:

- Advertisements
- Prior
- Promotional items
- Gifts
- Certificates
- Include note about mentor program in syllabus

Student activities is supportive and promotes info for students.

What to do differently:

- Power that they volunteer
  Can there be a nice shirt as surprise?
- Gift card for lunch with student

Advertising in a different way?

(How to scale? To more students)

“I luck into it working out”

(Numbers of students seem to work with numbers of mentors.)